The neuropsychology of spatial cognition in the rat.
This article provides a review of the neural mechanisms of spatial cognition in the rat. A survey of the literature shows that the rat has spatial capabilities that can be explained only if one assumes that it possesses a representation of some features of the environment. The scope of such a representation may, however, be more limited than what is implied by the hypothesis of a bird's-eye view of the environment. The best documented spatial ability of the rat is illustrated by its efficiency in performing the water maze navigation task. A review of recent neurobiological data collected while a rat was performing this task suggests that several brain structures make unique contributions to spatial navigation. In particular, the hippocampal formation and the associative (posterior) parietal cortex seem to handle different aspects of navigation and to be differentially involved in the various stages of spatial memory formation. Electrophysiological data support the hypothesis that the hippocampal formation is concerned with rapidly building associative memories of spatial relationships within the environment. In contrast, the associative parietal cortex might be involved in more abstract spatial processing, resulting in a metric representation of spatial information collected during movements.